BERMUDA TRIANGLES: GNNs FAIL TO DETECT SIMPLE TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURES
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ABSTRACT

Most graph neural network architectures work by message-passing node vector embeddings over the adjacency matrix, and it is assumed that they capture graph topology by doing that. We design two synthetic tasks, focusing purely on topological problems – triangle detection and clique distance – on which graph neural networks perform surprisingly badly, failing to detect those “bermuda” triangles. Datasets and their generation scripts are publicly available on github.com/FujitsuLaboratories/bermudatriangles and dataset.labs.fujitsu.com.

1 INTRODUCTION

Many tasks need to handle the graph representation of data in areas such as chemistry (Wale & Karypis, 2006), social networks (Fan et al., 2019), and transportation (Zhao et al., 2019). Furthermore, it is not limited to these graph tasks but also includes images (Chen et al., 2019) and 3D polygons (Shi & Rajkumar, 2020) that are possible to convert to graph data formats. Because of these broad applications, Graph Deep Learning is an important field in machine learning research.

Graph neural networks (GNNs, (Scarselli et al., 2008)) is a common approach to perform machine learning with graphs. Most graph neural networks update the graph node vector embeddings using the message passing. Node vector embeddings are usually initialized with data features and local graph features like node degrees. Then, for a \((n+1)\)-th stacked layer, the new node state is computed from the node vector representation of the previous layer \((n)\). There exist many approaches, and most of them follow this big pattern. Message passing occurs on the graph adjacency matrix and is completely baked in the algorithm.

Deep learning for graphs uses data sets from a variety of fields (Leskovec & Krevl, 2014; Hu et al., 2020). For example, there are protein molecules, social networks, and web networks. Several tools to investigate and visualize theses graph data are proposed (Rossi & Ahmed, 2015). Usually, properties of graphs are measured using graph invariants, i.e., order, size, connectivity, etc. Applying GNNs to a task that can be solved by a simple classifier with graph invariants as input features is excessive. This is because there are usually fast and excellent algorithms for calculating graph invariants. Therefore, it is a very important question whether the target graph problem is hard enough to be a target for the development of graph deep learning, but it has not been investigated. Researchers in traditional graph algorithms have utilized synthetic data with various characteristics to investigate these issues. For example, G-set (Karisch, 1996) is used in the study of the Max-cut problem. This
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Triangles</th>
<th>Clique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GCN</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCN+D</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>83.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCN+D+ID</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>83.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIN</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIN+D</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>99.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIN+D+ID</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAT</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAT+D</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAT+D+ID</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM+WL</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>73.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM+Graphlets</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>60.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCNN</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF+AM</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IS+AM</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IS+AM4</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Test accuracy, % on proposed synthetic datasets. We expect that a method should achieve 100% accuracy on both datasets.
data set is an artificially generated data set with difficult characteristics for the Max-cut problem. We employ this direction. Dehmamy et al. (2019) gave theoretical insights in graph topology learning power of GNNs. However, to our best understanding, there were counterexample topological datasets which were not easily solvable by GNNs.

Based on the structure of the algorithms, it is assumed that deeper representations in GNNs capture adjacency information, including graph topology (Xu et al., 2019). As a counterexample, we propose two seemingly easy synthetic graph classification tasks, focusing solely on graph topology: triangle detection task and clique distance task. Modern GNNs perform surprisingly poorly on both tasks, see Table I failing to find these “bermuda” triangles in the first proposed task. In addition to that, we suggest an approach that can solve both synthetic tasks perfectly.

2 SYNTETIC TASKS

In this section, we describe the proposed synthetic tasks with a way to generate them. The tasks are detecting a presence of a triangle (loop of a length 3) in a graph (Triangle) or detecting whether a distance between two cliques is lower or higher than a certain threshold (Clique Distance). Within the generation process, we employ logistic regression-based filtering which removes spurious features from the data, leaving presumably only the features which should be directly related to solving the task at hand.

2.1 UNDERMANNED LOGISTIC REGRESSION FILTERING

The objective of synthetic datasets is to check whether a model can process a target phenomenon. Spurious correlations in synthetically created data interfere with this objective and can be alternatively seen as if the data contains a sub-task that is not one we are interested in. We employ undermanned logistic regression filtering to combat this effect. We build a logistic regression classifier with a just-not-enough feature template set, so it will be impossible for it to solve the task at hand. We then select mostly data items that can not be solved with this undermanned classifier. Perfectly, such a classifier should have low accuracy even on unfiltered data, but that can be not the case for randomly generated data.

The filtering procedure builds on the overlapping n-fold cross-validation. First, similarly to standard cross-validation, we split the dataset into n folds. We train a classifier on m < n folds and use the remaining n − m for the validation. By repeating the training-validation process n times, shifting folds each time in a round-robin fashion, we can compute for each data item the number of times the classifier was able to produce the correct result. Intuitively, we are not interested in data for which the classifier was always correct, so we sample the final dataset by biasing the items which had at least one classification error.

We use the following feature templates for both of our datasets: 1) Node degree (number of edges), 2) Node degrees of both edge ends, 3) Number of nodes in the graph, 4) Number of edges in the graph. The first two feature templates are used two times: to check both the presence of a feature (e.g., there exists a node with a degree of five) and its count. This feature set should not be enough to detect the presence of a triangle in the data. Still, the logistic regression classifier has the accuracy of 82.5% on the unfiltered data for the clique distance problem and 87% for the triangle problem. We generate 200k graph candidates (100k for each class) and filter them to produce 10k train data and 1k test data.

2.2 TRIANGLES DATASET

In the Triangles dataset, each data item is a graph that contains either exactly one triangle (3-clique) or exactly zero triangles. We generate it by sampling both random (nodes are connected to other
random nodes) and \( k \) nearest neighbor graphs (nodes are sampled as points on a 2D plane and then connected to their neighbors). Then the edges which belong to triangles are removed from the graph until only one or zero triangles remain. An example of data is shown in Figure 2. The graphs themselves are rather complicated with usually multiple cycles of different lengths present in a graph.

2.3 Clique Distance Dataset

The second synthetic dataset checks whether an approach can find high-order patterns in the data. We generate a base BA-graph (Albert & Barabasi, 2002) and then attach two cliques to two distinct nodes of the base graph. Connection parameter \( m \) is set to \( k - 2 \), where \( k \) is the clique size. This enforces a fact that the BA graphs can contain cliques only up to the \( k - 1 \) and there is no noise in the data. We sample the number of nodes uniformly from 5 to 20 and set the clique size to 4. An example of data is shown on Figure 1. Graphs which has the shortest distance between the cliques below a threshold get a label of 0, otherwise 1. We set the distance threshold to 4.

3 Experiments

We perform experiments on both synthetic and real-world data. Real-world datasets are standard benchmarks for the graph classification tasks, and synthetic datasets highlight specific capabilities of the proposed model. All experiments were performed with 10-fold cross-validation with a fixed random seed and we report average scores.

We use three types of graph neural networks as baselines: original GCN (Scarselli et al., 2008), GIN (Xu et al., 2019), GAT (Veličković et al., 2018). We use the GNN implementations provided by BenchmarkingGns project (Dwivedi et al., 2020). As a non-neural baseline we use SVM (Hearst, 1998) with WL kernel (Shervashidze et al., 2011). We label it as SVM+WL. For synthetic datasets, we also try graphlet sampling kernel (Shervashidze et al., 2009). We label it as SVM+Graphlets. We use GraKel (Siglidis et al., 2020) framework for kernel implementations. We use six layers for all GNNs and leave other parameters at 100k settings of the provided configuration files.

We use three types of input node features for GNNs. The first one is uniform: each node is initialized with the same feature vector. It is not denoted specifically. The second type adds node degree features encoded as a single scalar. We denote it as \(+D\). The last one also adds node ID features, denoted as \(+ID\) in one-hot encoding. We do not use specific node features for SVM kernels.

3.1 Node Index Shuffling + Transformer Approach

We also include a proposed method, which uses a Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) model as a state update equation. We use Transformer in two configurations. The first variant uses Transformer as is, effectively treating graph as fully connected. We denote it as TF.

The second variant, labeled as TF+AM, limits the self-attention to the graph adjacency matrix. Limiting the Transformer’s self-attention to a graph adjacency matrix makes the overall method a hybrid between the message-passing approach and embedding topology into the embeddings. For TF, we use four Transformer layers with four heads and a hidden layer dimension of 32 for self-
attention. In the TF+AM setting, we add graph adjacency matrix masking to two first Transformer layers. In the AM4 setting, we use adjacency matrix masking in all four Transformers, effectively ending up with a GNN-like network. We use a concatenation of local node embeddings and the sum of adjacent node embeddings as initial features. We also permute the numbering of individual nodes, while keeping the graph topology intact. We hypothesize that the node shuffling makes it capture graph topology directly in the embeddings. This method is inspired by a tensor decomposition approach and in the Appendix we provide an extension for handling node and edge labels as well. We also report variants without index shuffling (-IS) and a fully-connected neural network baseline (FCNN).

3.2 Synthetic Data

Firstly, we test all the algorithms on the proposed synthetic data. Table 1 shows the prediction results of the tested algorithms. In the Triangles dataset, GIN seems to capture some features even in the default setting, but both GCN and GAT completely fail to learn anything producing the same label for all graphs. When adding node degree features, the accuracy of GCN and GAT significantly increases, but node IDs do not add significant further impact. SVM with WL kernel also fails to achieve 100% accuracy. WL kernel focuses on labels and is weak for unlabeled tasks. Graphlet kernel, on the other hand, achieves almost perfect accuracy. We believe that its failures come from the stochastic nature of the graphlet sampling. Both variants of the proposed method achieve perfect accuracy.

Graphlet kernel-based SVM in theory should be a perfect match for this problem because it can capture triangles directly. Other methods have to perform cycle detection. A method should develop a way of tracking node identities to be able to detect cycles. However, GNNs, even if provided with node identity information, can not detect triangles perfectly. On the other hand, our proposed method can. We hypothesize that label shuffling can be a strong data augmentation for this task, however, as an additional experiment, even without label shuffling the TF+AM setting can achieve almost perfect accuracy (>99%). Additionally, it seems that attention-based methods (TF variants and GAT) perform better in detecting topology structures.

The Clique distance dataset has the picture for GNNs similar to the Triangles problem with the default setting, but GIN and GAT can solve the problem with additional features while GCN still struggles with it. Node identities do not seem to be of much help for it as well. SVMs perform poorly on this task because their kernels do not have enough representative power. Our method in its basic form struggles with this dataset. Occasionally it can learn good topological embeddings and perform well, but the situation is not stable. However, adding an adjacency mask even to one Transformer layer changes the situation drastically, and the experimental setting of two adjacency-restricted layers and two full Transformer layers is always able to solve the task.

3.3 Real-World Data

We additionally check whether the proposed method keeps its performance with real-world datasets as well. As seen in Table 2 we select standard benchmark graph datasets: NCI1, MUTAG (Sher-vashidze et al., 2011). We use the parameters for GNNs provided by (Dwivedi et al., 2020). We also employ loss weighting for unbalanced datasets for all methods. We do not use Graphlet kernel SVM for real-world data. The general picture is the same for all real-world datasets: GCN and plain TF being the lowest, with GIN, GAT, and TF+AM being higher.

4 Conclusion

We propose two seemingly simple synthetic datasets which show that GNNs can not extract graph topology features reliably. We also propose a method that reliably extracts graph topology features,
at least from proposed datasets. The future work would be to investigate how it would be possible
to modify existing GNN methods to extract topology features or find new regimes where GNNs break.
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The goal of our approach is to create initial embeddings for the input data. It uses the intuition that the tensor decomposition approaches implicitly capture topology information.

In this section, we start by describing the overall flow of the complete neural network. Then we briefly introduce preliminaries on tensor decompositions and operations on sparse matrices and tensors followed by the detailed description of our method.

A.1 Outline

The whole process of graph classification is shown in Figure 3. The process of node classification follows the same flow.
Figure 5: Formaldehyde sparse tensor representation. Table columns represent tensor modes. Modes 1 and 2 are topology. Modes 3 and 4 are node labels (atom types) for modes 1 and 2 respectively. Mode 5 is the edge label (atomic bond type). The last column is the entry weight.

For our approach, the data is assumed to be in the tensor form. For the graph and relational data, the input tensor $X$ is usually very sparse and the tensor is stored in a sparse form. Figure 5 shows the sparse tensor form of the formaldehyde ($\text{H}_2\text{OC}$) molecule, which is shown on Figure 4 as the compound (graph) form. For clarity, we did not replace atom types with indices. The tensor data contains label modes (columns) and topology modes. Their precise definition is given later.

The first step of our processing is to shuffle the indices of the topology modes. That forces the neural network to learn permutation invariant weight matrices for the topology modes.

The second step creates the initial embeddings for the data. It consists of a sequence of mode projection and mode embedding operations. These operations are described later.

The next step is several Transformer layers. Their role is similar to message passing in graphs, however, passing directions are learned.

Finally, a small fully-connected neural network is used with the resulting representations from the Transformers.

A.2 Tensor Decomposition and Mode Products

A tensor decomposition of an order-$n$ tensor $X \in \mathbb{R}^{I_1 \times I_2 \times \cdots \times I_n}$ results in a core tensor $\bar{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{J_1 \times J_2 \times \cdots \times J_n}$ and a set of matrices $W_i \in \mathbb{R}^{I_i \times J_i}$, $i = 1 \ldots n$. Individual tensor directions are referred to as modes. The core tensor could be computed by a sequence of mode products between the tensor and the matrices.

A mode product for the mode $k$ with the matrix $W_k \in \mathbb{R}^{I_k \times J_k}$ is defined as

$$(X \times_k W_k)_{i_1 i_2 \ldots i_{k-1} j_k i_{k+1} \ldots i_n} = \sum_{i_k=1}^{I_k} x_{i_1 i_2 \ldots i_n} w_{i_k j_k},$$

where $x_{i_1 \ldots i_n}$ is an element of the tensor $X$ and $w_{i_k j_k}$ is an element of the matrix $W_k$. The resulting tensor $(X \times_k W_k)$ has dimension

$$(X \times_k W_k) \in \mathbb{R}^{I_1 \times \cdots \times I_{k-1} \times J_k \times I_{k+1} \times \cdots \times I_n}.$$

Refer to (Kolda & Bader 2009) for a more detailed explanation. From the mathematical point of view, the order of mode products can be arbitrary, but the actual implementation has to define a concrete sequence of the products. In the following discussion, we fix the computation order from the last tensor mode $n$-th to the first one.

A.3 Sparse Matrices

There exist many sparse matrix formats focusing on different aspects of computational efficiency, but most of which are derived from the coordinate sparse matrix format. A matrix in the coordinate sparse format is represented as a two-element tuple $(I, V)$ where $I$ is a $2 \times n$ array of indices and $V$ is a vector of length $n$ which contains the values of the matrix. $I$ and $V$ have their rows in correspondence, meaning that $I_i$ is the coordinate of the $V_i$. Matrix elements for which the indices are not contained in $I$ are assumed to be zero.

A result of matrix multiplication of a sparse matrix and a dense matrix is denser than the original sparse matrix. Sparse-dense matrix multiplication is illustrated in Figure 6.
A.4 Mixed Tensor Representation

For our needs, we extend the coordinate matrix representation to handle tensors as well. Note that the resulting matrix of the sparse-dense matrix multiplication, as described Figure 6, has vectors (order-1 tensors) instead of scalars (order-0 tensors) as dense sub-elements. Computing the mode product for a sparse tensor, being a matrix multiplication in nature, also has the effect of increasing the order of the dense subelements. The mixed tensor representation helps us to capture this fact.

A simple coordinate sparse tensor representation consists of an index table and the corresponding non-zero subtensor elements. It is a straightforward extension of the coordinate sparse matrix format. A tensor $X$ in a sparse form is a tuple $(I, V)$. Rows of the index table $I$ are the coordinates that correspond to the vector elements $V$. Columns of the index tables are the tensor modes. We refer to tensor modes as the numbers in parenthesis, e.g., the fifth mode would be referred to as $(5)$.

When we use tensors instead of scalars as the elements of $V$ in a sparse representation, we end up with a mixed tensor representation. A row $I_i = [I_i^{(1)}, \ldots, I_i^{(n)}]$ of the index table $I$ points to a dense subtensor unit $V_i$ of the whole tensor. Similar to other sparse formats, zero elements are not stored. Subtensors, however, can contain accidental zeros.

A.5 Mode Product in the Mixed Representation

A mode product of a tensor $X$ in the mixed representation with the matrix $W$ can be formulated as index partitioning, tensor outer product, finally followed by a summation. It is a natural extension of the sparse-dense matrix multiplication. The difference is that the product of a dense matrix row with the sparse matrix element is replaced by an outer product for the mixed tensor representation case. Without restricting generality, suppose we want to compute a mode product with the last ($n$-th) mode. First, we partition index rows as $[I_i^{(1)}, \ldots, I_i^{(n-1)}|I_i^{(n)}] = [I_i]_{I_i^{(n)}}$. The output index table $I'$ will be formed from the values $I_i$. Because $I_i$ contains one tensor mode less than $I$, the rows $I_i$ are not unique in general. The unique rows $[I_i]$ will form the index table $I'$ of the mode product result tensor $X'$. The respective values of $V'$ can be computed as a summation over the outer product of rows of $V_i$ with the $I_i^{(n)}$-th rows of the weight matrix $W$:

$$V'_j = \sum_{i \in \text{nnz}(I'_j)} V_i \otimes W_{I_i^{(n)}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

This is an equation of the mode product of a tensor $X$ in the mixed representation with a matrix $W$ over the last sparse mode. The summation is done over a set of indices where the partitioned elements $I_i$ are the same and we denote them as

$$\text{nnz}(I'_j) = \{ i : I_i = I'_j \}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)
The resulting index table $\hat{I}$ becomes one mode smaller and subtensors $\hat{V}_j$ become one mode larger. In the mixed representation, the mode product converts a single tensor mode from sparse to dense. The whole computation of a core tensor could be thought of as a sequence of these operations, starting with fully sparse representation and ending with a single dense tensor.

A.6 Handling Labels

Tensors arising from graphs often contain labels that result in label modes. A label mode contains a single non-zero value when other modes are fixed, or using the definitions from eq. 2, $\forall j : |\text{nnz}(I_j)| = 1$. The summation in eq. 2 goes away and the operation becomes identical to an outer product for each subtensor value. This outer product can be thought of as adding new information from the label embedding vector $(W_{I_j^{(n)}})$ to the representation $V$. The outer product with a vector increases the subtensor order, exponentially increasing the memory size of subtensors.

To make the computations efficient, when handling labels, we would like to increase the memory usage linearly while keeping the same information like the mode product. To do that, we first change the mixed representation to use sets of subtensor values $V = \{V^1, \ldots, V^k\}$ instead of simple tensors. The subtensors can also be of a different order.

For handling labels, we modify the current value set $V$ without changing the indices:

$$\hat{V} = V \cup \left\{ [W_{I_j^{(n)}}] \right\}.$$  

Its intuition is to append the embedding vector to the current representation. This new element consists of the rows of $W$ indexed by the label mode values $I_j^{(n)}$.

The final representation is going to be an input of the neural network, so we flatten and then concatenate the elements of the set $\hat{V}$ creating the neural network inputs. In this sense, the outer product (of the mode product) and the vector concatenation should contain the same information, but using a different number of values. Remember that the outer product of two vectors is a rank-1 matrix.

A.7 Initial Embeddings for Data

For the graph data, we would like to use the proposed scheme for creating initial node representations, which then would be fed to the downstream neural network. In general, we assume that the data contains at least two non-label (topology) modes and several label modes (see Figure 4). Graph data would contain exactly two topology modes which correspond to the graph adjacency matrix. We also assume that label modes depend on one or more topology modes: label mode values can be uniquely determined by a subset of other modes. For example, in graph data node labels will depend on a single node topology mode and edge labels would depend on both topology modes.

We formulate the process of computing initial embeddings as accepting the input data in the sparse tensor format and producing the vector representations for the main mode. For the graph data, we assume that one of the topology modes is the main mode. To recap: we defined two operations (mode product and label embedding), each operation takes a tensor in mixed representation with $n$ sparse modes and $k$ dense modes and output a tensor in mixed representation with $n-1$ sparse modes and $k+1$ dense modes. Each operation has a parameter matrix that is learned. We create the initial node embeddings with the following algorithm.

1. Chose the main topology mode
2. Reorder modes: main topology modes, other topology modes, labels
3. Topology modes are processed by mode products, label modes are processed by mode embeddings
4. Label modes should be processed as late as possible
5. Label modes must be processed before the dependent topology modes
6. Process the main topology mode with a mode embedding that has its parameters shared with the mode product for the other mode product